Back to Basics
Minturn Meeting

Saint Patricks Parish
476 Pine St., Minturn, CO 81645
(Enter off alley in rear of bldg. next to car wash)

Mondays 5:30pm - 6:30pm

Contacts for more information:
Jason R. — 970-306-9093
Bonnie C. — 970-376-2490

“In the early days, the AA Beginner’s Meeting was an integral part of the recovery process. In these four one-hour sessions, members took all Twelve Steps. The majority of them never drank again.” Back to Basics Pg. 32

Back to Basics is dedicated to helping members work the steps in four one-hour sessions.

1st Monday -------------------------------Introduction and Step 1
2nd Monday -------------------------------Steps 2, 3, & 4
3rd Monday -------------------------------Steps 5, 6, 7, 8, & 9
4th Monday -------------------------------Steps 10, 11, & 12
5th Monday -------------------------------Business Meeting

These meetings are NOT a short cut to AA. It is an introduction – a brief course in fundamentals. It is not intended to replace or supplant the following:

a. The careful reading and re-reading of the Big Book.
b. Regular attendance at weekly group meetings.
c. Study of the programs.
d. Daily practice of the program.
e. Reading of conference approved printed matter on Alcoholism.
f. Informal discussion with other members.

-Alcoholics Anonymous-An Interpretation of our Twelve Steps, published by the Washington DC Group, September 1944.